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The best thing designers 
can do is to stop designing.“

Victor Papanek 1970



Who is the product for and what do they need?



Why should we care?



Success rate for new products is 40-50%

Bunch of studies



Bain and Company 

80% of companies believe they 
deliver a superior customer 

experience

8% of their customers agree



Forever Lock

Forever Lock –
the unpickable 
bike lock



Forever Lock



Forever Lock



Image: Wikimedia Commons







Same product?



Who is the product for?



Who is 
the user?



Male

Born in 1948

Grew up in Great Britain

Married with children

Successful and wealthy

Likes dogs

Spends his winter holidays in the Alps
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Who are the users of your product?
Are the user and customer the same person?
What kind of different users are there?
Who are the other people affected (secondary, tertiary users)?

Consider the users and customers of 
your product



Users and 
other

stakeholders

WHO?

RELATION TO PRODUCT?

IMPORTANCE?



How does the product deliver value?



Design is not just what it 
looks like and feels like. 
Design is how it works.
“



?







Green vs. non-green user value?





What the user thinks she
needs (or wants)

What the designer 
thinks the user needs

What the user
really needs



How relevant is “green value” in your product category?

Discuss:





Not enough awareness of dangers of salt >  low salt food is not tasty enough

Making the elevator to arrive faster > engaging the person waiting

Creating a sharper razor > making facial hair grow back slower



Ask Why



The Five Whys

”I want to own my own business”

Why? – It will allow me to have greater control over how I spend my time
Why? – I can have more flexibility in my life
Why? – I will be able to work from home
Why? – I will be able to spend more time with my son or daughter
Why? – For me, family comes first



The ladder of abstraction

Wellbeing

Staff health and wellbeing

Routines and habits

Time management

Stress and tension

Problems with reports

More abstract

More concrete

Why style
questions

How style
questions
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At the end 
of her 

13 hr shift

Patient’s 
family is 
outside 
waiting

He was on 
call last night

The patient’s 
life  depends 

on him

Receives a 
message 

from outside

Use context



Think & Feel

Say & Do

Hear See

Pains GainsLack of time
Queuing

I’m exhausted

Will my kids eat it?
Hungry!

Animal welfare

Food trends in the media

Friends becoming vegetarians

Global warming
Nutrition

Healthy food
Family time

Grabs first okay choice

Pre-cut vegetables

Weekly offers

Pays by card“I prefers shopping online”

Trying to introduce new foods to family

Ashamed of buying ready meals

Endless options

Friends posting their 

healthy meals in 

social media

Marie, pursuing a career with 2 small children



Fill an empathy map for your user from the perspective of your
product

Exercise:



A good product is…

Desirable; conforms with user needs and desires

Useful; helps the user to reach their goals

Usable; easy to operate and performs as intended also in practice

Pleasurable; using or owning it provides joy and pleasure (or diminishes misery)

Adapted from Hyysalo 2009



Dimensions of user experience

Utilitarian; efficiency/convenience/usability, excellence/quality

Emotional; aesthetic/beauty, play/fun

Social; status/success/impression management, esteem/reputation

Altruistic; ethics/morality, religious/spiritual



Delights
Satisfiers

Must-haves

PERFORMANCE/
FUNCTIONALITY
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Kano model





How does your product deliver value?

What is most meaningful?

Kano model

Consider:



How to find these things out?



Methods to find out…

What?

Surveys

Questionnaires

A/B testing

Structured interviews

Metrics, tracking, analytics 

Data mining

Usability studies

Polls

To capture: 

Motivations, feelings, 
goals in life, emotions, 
attitudes, values, 
prejudices, behaviors, 
actions, practices, 
cultures, personality 
traits, identity … 

Why?

Open ended interviews

Focus groups

Observation, shadowing

Contextual inquiry

Design probes, diaries, tech probes

Prototype trials

Participatory design, co-design



Personas by Greg Carley, via Behance
https://www.behance.net/gallery/14975537/Disney-Movies-Anywhere-App-Personas

• Fictional individuals that 
represent a group of 
customers

• Describe “real people” 
with backgrounds, goals, 
capabilities, values and 
contexts

• Provide a clear idea of 
customer expectations, 
needs or how likely 
would use a 
product/service… focus 
on relevant dimensions!

Personas



For your final presentations
Consider and communicate: 

• Who are the users of your product?

• Where and how do they use the product?

• What are their motivations and needs for the product

• How do you respond to these; how does your product deliver value (different
dimensions…)

• How relevant is sustainability in itself for your product?



Fake advertisement
for your product

FAKE ADVERTISEMENT – The value proposition prototype 
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Picture 

Headline 
Copy 

Caption 

Sparring questions for a great value 
proposition and fake ad: 

•  Is it clear and focused?  

•  Is it written in consumer language? 

•  How is it inspirational? Does it generate emotion? 
What is it that would motivate people about this 
proposition?  

•  Is it fact based? 

•  Will it make the target consumer react because it 
has touched a nerve and is relevant? 

•  Does it really stand out? Is it different? What key 
elements are different? (Simplicity, price, looks…) 

•  What are the proof points that back up the value 
prop and give substance to the proposition? 

•  Does it fit with your brand?  

•  Does it address the agreed business objective? 

•  Is it actionable and does it lead to inspiring and 
differentiated communication? 

ADVERTISEMENT 
THE FIRST PROTOTYPE 

FAKE 

LEAN SERVICE CREATION
Lean Service Creation Toolbox by Futurice Ltd is licensed under a 
Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License. 

WHAT IS THE FIRST TWEET WE SEND TO LAUNCH THE NEW PRODUCT? 

HOW DO USERS FEEL WHEN THEY USE  
THE PRODUCT?  

WHAT IS THE BRAND PERSONALITY? 
•  Describe yourself as a person?  
•  What car make would you be?  
•  What restaurant? 
•  What city? 
•  What singer/actor? 
•  What animal? 

- Explicate product value for the user
- How does sustainability fit there?
- Keep in mind who is the

user/customer




